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The sector of Mechanical Engineering is the primary con-

sumer of Artificial Intelligence as a technology. Machines

and equipment bring AI-technologies as embedded Ar-

tificial Intelligence to a variety of customers and indus-

trial. Mechanical engineering builds on its experience in

efficient technology integration and in responsible design

of human-machine cooperation- for example in robotics, automation or sensor tech-

nology. Artificial intelligence and machine learning are really ubiquitous and exciting

technologies, and I really view them as another Really important tools for mechanical

engineers. Because, what’s the role of the mechanical engineers? We build the physi-

cal devices you that interact with, whether or not it’s car, it’s your Nest thermostst, it’s

medical devices that your Surgeon’s using. As we saw during the pandamic, AI helped

researches develop COVID-19 treatments and vaccinations at speeds previously un-

heard of. And what artificial intelligence is going to let mechanical engineering do is

to take it to the next level to develop a better device, to better understand that physical

phenomenon.

It is more than any other industry; it is consumed the most in Mechanical design or

engineering works. Section of Mechanical Engineering like Robotics, Automation, or

sensor technology,uses Artificial Intelligence as a technlogy. So it is easy to say that Me-

chanical Engineering disseminates the application and uses of AI in the eco-system.

Many processes in the manufacturing industry requires Mechanical Engineering to

be done with components, products, processes, etc. Artificial Intelligence is currently

used in similar processes of Mechanical Engineering. Whether in components, prod-

ucts, or processes. it is making sure about its presence being felt. There are many other

processes and technologies which are becoming easy -fast and efficient with the help

of Artificial Intelligence . Machine’s which can do more work than human tendancy

and that too with least efforts of human into it is the main goal here.
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